Evidence for enteroviral persistence in humans
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We have sought evidence of enteroviral persistence in humans. Eight individuals with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) were positive for enteroviral sequences, detected by PCR in two serum samples taken at least 5 months apart. The nucleotide sequence of the 5' non-translated region (bases 174–423) was determined for each amplicon. Four individuals had virtually identical nucleotide sequences (> 97%) in both samples. The sequence pairs also each had a unique shared pattern indicating that the virus had persisted. In one individual (HO), it was clear that there had been infection with two different enteroviruses. In the remaining three individuals, the lack of unique shared features suggested that re-infection had occurred, rather than persistence. With the exception of HO, the sequences fell into a subgroup that is related to the Coxsackie B-like viruses.

It has long been recognized that in some cases of immune dysfunction such as agammaglobulinaemia enteroviruses can cause persistent infection in humans. Virus has been repeatedly isolated up to 23 months after initial culture (Wilfert et al., 1977; O'Neill et al., 1988). There is also some evidence for similar persistence in patients with heart muscle disease which has been reviewed recently (Muir & Archard, 1994). Entero-viral infection is a common feature of some groups of chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) patients (Archard et al., 1988; Clements et al., 1995) and it has been suggested that enteroviral persistence may be occurring in some of these patients. To prove formally that persistence rather than re-infection is occurring it is necessary to identify a unique feature retained by serial viral isolates from one individual. We present here for the first time evidence for enteroviral persistence in humans based on sequence comparison of serial PCR products from the 5' non-translated region (NTR). A group of CFS patients is being followed prospectively and those positive for enteroviral sequences in serum by PCR at two time points have been used. We show that in 4/8 cases closely related enteroviral sequences containing a unique shared pattern are detectable in sera of individual patients for up to 24 months, providing good evidence for viral persistence.

Each patient was assessed initially by a consultant in infectious disease. A thorough medical history was obtained, and physical examination and laboratory tests performed to exclude other causes of fatigue, thereby determining that the patients matched the Oxford criteria for CFS (Sharpe et al., 1991). A blood sample was taken for detection of enteroviral sequences at first and subsequent attendance at the clinic. Each blood sample was tested for the presence of enteroviral sequences by PCR, using ‘nested’ primers specific for the 5’ NTR (Clements et al., 1995). Appropriate systems were included to avoid contamination between samples during the PCR reactions. Positive and negative control samples gave expected results during each of the procedures (RNA from Coxsackie virus A9 was used as a positive control at all times to ensure successful nucleic acid amplification).

The PCR amplicons were sequenced as previously reported (Galbraith et al., 1995). The pairs of sequences from each patient were compared using the computer program GAP.

Table 1. GAP comparison statistics for pairs of enteroviral sequences obtained from individual CFS patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient (code)</th>
<th>Interval between samples (months)</th>
<th>Percentage similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (CR)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>92-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (HA)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (HO)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (MO)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (PA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>97-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (TI)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>99-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (MC)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>90-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (HM)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>89-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primers P and P9 (Galbraith et al., 1995) were used to sequence the PCR products.
Fig. 1. For legend see opposite.
Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequences of the partial 5' NTR of enterovirus isolates from CFS patients as described in Table 1. Differences between the sequences and a consensus sequence (Con) are shown. Numbers refer to nucleotide positions of the complete genome of Coxsackievirus B3 (GenBank accession number M16572). N indicates either A or G at this position.

(GCG, Wisconsin package, version 8) and subsequent phylogenetic comparison was made using the programs PILEUP, DISTANCES and GROWTREE (GCG, Wisconsin package, version 8).

Table 1 gives the GAP comparison statistics for the maximum available sequence of the pairs obtained from individual patients. Four of the eight pairs of sequences [patients 2 (HA), 4 (MO), 5 (PA) and 6 (TI)] demonstrate a high level of similarity of 97.5% or greater with samples taken up to 24 months apart. In the case of patient 6, the 0.8% difference equates to 1 bp change within the region analysed (254 bases).

Fig. 1 presents the pairs of sequences from the eight patients compared to a consensus sequence of 250 bases. Four of the pairs of sequences (TI, PA, MO and HA) show their own unique pattern that is different from the consensus sequence. For example, pair TI at base numbers 174 and 241, pair HA at 318 and pair PA at 196 (where there is an additional cytosine). Pair MO shows features similar to TI but is missing that at 174. A comparison using the pairs TI, PA, MO and HA was made with 34 sequences derived from additional CFS patients from whom only a single sample was available (data not shown). Comparing these sequences with pair TI, one contained guanine at position 241, but did not have the feature at 174 and furthermore was dissimilar at seven other bases. None of the 34 sequences in the comparison contained the inserted cytosine present in pair PA. In the case of pair MO, the features were present in one of the comparison sequences, and in pair HA the thymine at position 318 was present in two of the 34 sequences. However, the rest of these three individual sequences showed at least ten differences from the consensus.
sequence and thus could not be related closely to the genomes of patients MO and HA. The pairs of sequences from CR, MC and HM do not share unique identifying features but overall there is a close similarity to the other CFS sequences. In the case of MC and HM, the second sequences share 15 nucleotide changes, the most likely explanation of which is re-infection of both by a related circulating enterovirus strain. These changes are present in a number of the 34 sequences sampled in 1994. The second specimens from these patients were taken in March and May in 1994. The interval between the two samples in the case of MC was 12 months and in HM 41 months.

As has been reported previously (Galbraith et al., 1995) the
sequences from CFS patients form a group demonstrating a close genetic relationship with each other, and fall into a subgroup that is related to the Coxsackie B viruses. In this study, phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2) demonstrated that 7/8 of sequences from the CFS patients grouped together. Two pairs of sequences from patients 4 (MO93 and MO94) and 6 (TI93 and TI95) group alongside each other showing a high degree of similarity. The five others [patients 1 (CR92 and CR94), 2 (HA93 and HA94), 5 (PA93 and PA94), 7 (MC 93 and MC94) and 8 (HM90 and HM94)] also group closely together but cannot be identified as belonging to one of the known enterovirus groupings on the basis of sequence comparison in this region.

The two sequences from patient 3 (HO91 and HO94) mapped to separate sites on the phylogenetic tree as expected from the similarity figures (70–96%). This strongly suggests that these sequences are derived from two enteroviruses that caused separate infections. The enteoviral sequence derived from the serum of patient 3 (HO91) was 99% identical with a Coxsackie B3 virus sequence (GenBank accession number M33854) and the other was most similar to ECHOvirus 6 (GenBank accession number U16283).

We have previously reported an association between enterovirus and CFS in slightly less than 50% of patients (Clements et al., 1995). In virtually all cases where we have sequenced enterovirus amplicons from CFS patients, they have proved to be atypical. Furthermore these atypical sequences have only been found in one comparison non-CFS patient (Galbraith et al., 1995). By taking sequential samples we have now directly sought evidence for viral persistence. However, determining if a particular virus has persisted presents considerable difficulties when dealing with RNA viruses. Enteroviruses cannot replicate their RNA genome without considerable difficulties when dealing with RNA viruses. Determining if a particular virus has persisted presents considerable difficulties when dealing with RNA viruses. Enteroviruses cannot replicate their RNA genome without considerable difficulties when dealing with RNA viruses. Enteroviruses cannot replicate their RNA genome without considerable difficulties when dealing with RNA viruses.

Consequently, as the number of replication cycles increases, the divergence from the original sequence also increases. There are constraints on this process, however, as some of these changes could make the virus non-viable.

Our results show that in 4/8 cases paired enteroviral sequences have at least 97–5% similarity and also a unique shared pattern in each individual. The simplest explanation is that these sequences have persisted in these patients and there has been some divergence in the sequence due to errors in replication. Some of the nucleotide positions undergo changes more frequently than others, suggesting that there are some constraints on the variation. There is evidence from poliovirus that this region has a stem–loop secondary structure which may explain the constraints on variation. In our analysis we are likely to sample only the most common sequence type present in the serum samples, therefore the true extent of the heterogeneity of these enteroviral sequences is yet to be determined. Patient 3 (HO) in this study shows indications of two distantly related viral sequences, which provides evidence for there being separate infections with different enteroviruses. In the case of MC and HM, the second samples were taken within 3 months of each other and the sequences shared 15 nucleotide changes different from the consensus sequence. The most likely explanation is a re-infection of both with a related strain. An alternative explanation, which is less likely, is convergent evolution. In the case of patient CR, the differences between the two sequences also suggest the probability of a re-infection having occurred.

Co-existence of populations of different enteroviral sequences has been shown in poliovirus where reversion of attenuated vaccine strains to a neurotropic type can occur in an individual (Kinnunen et al., 1990).

There have been no molecular studies carried out on non-polio enteroviruses which persistently infect human subjects. However studies using foot-and-mouth disease virus (a picornavirus closely related to enteroviruses) did show that 0.2–2.4% of nucleotides changed over 5 months in infected cattle (Malirat et al., 1994). This investigation also found evidence for mixtures of populations of virus in infected animals evolving independently over time. This is analogous to our findings reported here.

A clinical evaluation of these patients has been carried out and will be presented separately. In all eight cases the symptoms persisted essentially unchanged over the time between the two samples. There was no evidence for there being a clinical difference between patient 3, in whom we have evidence of a re-infection, and the other seven. The site of persistence also remains to be determined, but detecting the presence of viral sequences in serum reflects a viraemia which indicates a replication site somewhere in the body. It is clear therefore that the complete pathology of enteroviruses is yet to be determined and requires further investigation. In this study we have reported strong evidence for persistence of enteroviruses in some individuals with CFS.
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